
    

Updated May 1, 2019 
 

Special Visit Premium (SVP) Codes for ER Physicians 
 

SVP Table V: ER Physician who is called in early or detained b/c of high volume 
 Weekdays Daytime 

(0700-1700) 
Evenings (1700-
2400) M-F 

S/S + Holidays (0700-
2400) 

Nights (0000-0700) 

Travel premium H960 ($36.40) H962 ($36.40) H963 ($36.40) H964 ($36.40) 
First person seen H980 ($20.00) H984 ($60.00) H988 ($75.00) H986 ($100.00) 
Additional person(s) seen H981 ($20.00) H985 ($60.00) H989 ($75.00) H987 ($100.00) 

Procedure premiums  E412 E413 
Maximums per time period 

Travel premium 2 2 4 unlimited 
Persons seen (first person & 
additional person(s)) 5 5 10 unlimited 

 
Notes: 

- This table is applicable for those who…stay later/come in early to cover a sick call, but were already on the roster for that 
day 

- For ‘called in’: A + H + travel premium codes for 1st person seen 
o If called in early or called in b/c of sick call activation then be sure to bill travel premium 

- A + H SVP codes for additional pts seen to maximum, thereafter all subsequent pts bill as H103 etc 
- If you stay longer after shift use 1st pt seen code without travel premium. Then the rest of the patients as ‘additional’ until 

the maximum is reached. 
- EG: 

o 1st patient: A007 + H960 + H980 
o 2nd-5th patients: A007 + H981 
o 6th patient onwards: H103 

 
SVP Table I: ER Physician not on Duty 

 Weekdays Daytime 
(0700-1700) 

Weekdays Daytime 
(0700-1700) w/ 
Sacrifice of office 
hours 

Evenings (1700-
2400) M-F 

S/S + Holidays 
(0700-2400) 

Nights (0000-0700) 

Travel premium K960 ($36.40) K961 ($36.40) K962 ($36.40) K963 ($36.40) K964 ($36.40) 
First person seen K990 ($20.00 ) K992 ($40.00) K994 ($60.00) K998 ($75.00) K996 ($100.00) 
Additional person(s) seen K991 ($20.00) K993 ($40.00) K995 ($60.00) K999 ($75.00) K997 ($100.00) 

Procedure premiums   E409 E410 
Maximum (per time period) 

Travel premium 2 2 2 6 Unlimited 
Persons seen (first person & 
additional person(s)) 10 10 10 20 Unlimited 

 
Notes: 

- This table is applicable for those who…pick up sick call and were not on the roster at all for that day 
- A + K + travel code for first pt seen 
- A + K codes for additional patients seen to maximum, thereafter all subsequent patients billed as H103 etc. 
- EG:  

o 1st patient: A007 + K960 + K990 
o 2nd – 10th patients: A007 + H991 
o 11th patient onwards: H103 etc 

A Codes 
A005 Consult code (in place off H055/H065) $77.20 
A001 Minor assessment $26.70 
A007 Intermediate assessment $33.70 
A003 General assessment $77.20 
A777 Pronouncement & Certification of Death $33.70 

 

If your shift starts before midnight and you 
have NOT reached your maximum by midnight, 
you continue with the ‘Night’ SVP codes (which 
is unlimited). 
HOWEVER, if you reach your maximum before 
midnight and start billing H133 codes, then 
after midnight you continue billing with H123 
codes.  
 


